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＜Press Release＞ 

 

Wall Street Associates strengthen capability to help Clients  

Hire and Retain High Performing Staff ‘A’Players 

 

Tokyo, Japan, February 2, 2012 — Wall Street Associates K.K., a wholly owned subsidiary of 

en-japan inc., introducing top performing professionals to multinational companies, and Smart 

and Associates Inc., U.S.- based consulting company specializing in the  „Topgrading®‟ 

methodology, today announced that ; Wall Street Associates has become a „Certified 

Topgrading Affiliate‟ with Smart and Associates Inc. 

 

Acquiring top performers is essential for companies to grow in a highly competitive society. 

Mis-hires cause the company a great loss. These mis-hires occur because of vague job 

description, incomprehensive interview process, lack of interviewee trainings, and the lack of 

perception of the costly mis-hires by the company. 

 

In response to customer needs, Wall Street Associates has concluded a  „Certified Topgrading 

Affiliate Agreement‟ with Smart and Associates Inc.  The „Topgrading‟ method is originally 

developed by Dr. Brad Smart, Founder and CEO of Smart and Associates Inc. „Topgrading‟ 

provides a recruiting and retention method that identifies the top 10% ( called "A" players) among 

candidates and provides solutions to prevent mismatched hiring. Dr. Smart completed his doctorate 

in Industrial Psychology at Purdue University. He introduced this method as a consultant to many 

visible Global 100 companies.  

 

“Our customers want to strengthen their business performance as quickly as possible.  To do 

this they are asking us for a better system to select and retain the best talent so that they can 

build a world class high performance management team,” said Craig Saphin, President and 

Representative Director of Wall Street Associates K.K.  “The Topgrading methodology 

provides tools which increase the chance of hiring and retaining "A" players. ” 

  

“Smart and Associates is very excited to have Wall Street Associates on board as a Certified 

Topgrading Affiliate” said Dr. Brad Smart, Founder and CEO, Smart and Associates Inc. Dr. 

Smart has been developing and honing the Topgrading methodology for more than 40 years.  

“Any business can do the Topgrading, no matter the size-from family-run retail stores to 

public multinationals.   The cost of a mis-hire is 27 times the annual salary. ” 

*Topgrading is a registered mark of Bradford D. Smart and Geoffrey H. Smart.  

 



 

 

About Wall Street Associates K.K.:  
Established in 1999, Wall Street Associates K.K. is a mid- to executive-level recruitment firm 
that introduces bilingual talent to permanent and contract roles. Currently the company has 
branches in Tokyo, Kanagawa, Kansai and Nagoya and focuses each consulting team on a 
functional or industry specialty to deliver the best match of skills and culture. In 2010, Wall 
Street Associates became a subsidiary of en-japan inc. (Headquarters: Tokyo, Japan, 
President: Takatsugu Suzuki, Listed on JASDAQ) 

Website: www.wallstreetjapan.com 
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